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Abstract: In Mesopotamia, Aries was known as the "Hired-Worker" constellation. The
abbreviated, cllileifonn spelling fQr this constellation, LU, was also the cuneifonn sign for
"Ram." Scholars have inferred that this pun inspired the transformation of Aries from its
Mesopotamian appearance as a "Hired-Worker" into the Greek "Ram." Later, Greek astronomer
poets attached mythical attributes to Aries, with Hesiod (circa 700 BC) 'being the first extant
author to describe it as the golden-fleeced, flying Ram that carried the siblings Phrixus and Helle
to safety, the latter falling into the sea during the journey.
The current article illustrates that Aries astronornical appearance as a golden-fleeced, flying Ram
and its mythical flight with Phrixus and Helle correlate directly with wordplay encrypted in this
constellation's cuneifonn spellings. Puns ernbedded in the various cllileifonn titles for the
Mesopotamian "Hired-Worker" constellation embodied in Aries also imparted the words: "the
Hired-Worker, becomes, the flying, golden, fleece, rarn, transporting, curly (phrixus), Helle, fell,
into, the sea"; words that reappear as the theme of the golden-fleeced Ram's mythical journey
with Phrixus and Helle, the latter youth falhng into the sea en route.
Cuneifonn literature confirms that the titte of the Mesopotamian astronomer was tupsarru,
"writer"-a scholar who envisioned the constellations as a divine cllileifonn "text" which
revealed inviolable wisdom through the medium ofwordplay. Archaeological and textual data
insinuates that this Mesopotamian conviction was transmitted directly into the Hellenic cultural
sphere in the eight century BC, and was therefore accessible to Hesiod, the first known author to
identify Aries as the golden-fleeced, flying Ram carried Phrixus C'Curly") and Helle. The current
article argues that Hesiod, or someone coUaborating with hirn, had discemed the aforernentioned
strand of cuneiform puns and utilized them as the theme for Aries' astronornical appearance as a
"flying, golden-fleeced Rarn," as weil as the mythical story of this Ram's flight with Phrixus and
Helle, the latter falling into the sea

Introduction
The story of the golden-fleeced, flying ram that carried Phrixus and Helle to the city of
Colchis was a popular Hellenic myth. A succinct accollilt ofthe event is described in "The
Library" of the second century author Apollodorus. 1 There we leam that Athamas, the ruler of
Boeotia, had a son named Phrixus and a daughter named Helle by the cloud goddess Nephele.

Athamas went on to take a second wife, Ino, whose jealousy for her step-children led to a ruse in
which the boy, Phrixus, was to be sacrificed. We then read:
But Nephele caught him and her daughter up and gave them a ram with a golden
fleece, which she had received from Hermes, and borne through the sky by the
ram they crossed land and sea But when they were over the sea which lies
betwixt Sigeum and the Chersonese, Helle slipped into the deep and was
drowned, and the sea was called Hellespont ["HeIle's Sea"] after her. 2
In Katasterismoi, "Placings Among the Stars," Greek astronomer-librarian Eratosthenes
(circa 274-194 BC) identified Aries thusly:
The Ram This it was that transported Phrixus and Helle. It was immortal and was
given them by their mother Nephele, and had a golden fleece [chrusen doran], as
Hesiod and Pherecydes say. 3
Eratosthenes goes on to state that the Ram shed its fleece and flew up to the stars as Aries.4
Hence the golden Ram's flight with Phrixus and Helle served as its katasterism, "placing among
the stars," which explained how this creature attained immortality as a constellation in heaven.5
A crucial point here is that Hesiod seems to have already envisioned Aries as a
constellation at the time he was recounting the story ofits mythical birth. This becomes germane
to the current article because ofHesiod's background. We will soon see that this author relied
heavily on the writings ofthe Babylonian-Assyrian creation epic Enuma Elish in composing his

Theogony. And Enuma Elish was one of the reference manuals of the Mesopotamian
astronomer. 6 Reliance on Enuma Elish presupposes knowledge of astronomical arcana revered
by Mesopotamian astronomers. And it is esoteric Babylonian and Assyrian celestial wisdom that
exposes the origin of the zodiacal Ram, the belief that it couJd fly and had a golden fleece, as
weIl as the story of its mythical joumey with Phrixus and Helle, the latter girl tragically falling
into the sea

Mesopotamia: the Origin of Many Greek Constellations
Historians of astronomy concur that many of the Hellenic constellations originated in
Mesopotamia 7 E. C. Krupp notes that a little less than half of the forty-eight constellations
codified by Claudius Ptolemy are founded on originals in Mesopotamia, adding that:
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Yet Mesopotamian astronomers engaged in additional duties that we today would never
dassifY under the genre of "astronomy." The Fertile Crescent astronomer was one dass of
"scholar, expert" called an ummdnu, who was proficient

one or more of the occult arts that

involved interlocution with the divinities and induded the astrologer, the diviner,
physician, and lamentation-chanter. 10

"'~r, .."'~"

late nineteenth and early twentieth century scholarly

definition for ummdnu, "magician, astrologer, sorcerer," underscores the title's esoteric nature. ll
Therefore, the Mesopotamian "astronomer" was in function an

" as the two terms

were not effectively discriminated until the SlXth century AD. l2 The title ofthe Mesopotarnian
"astronomer-astrologer" was rupsarru, a term that literally meant, "writer, scribe," and
to an expert in the celestial divination

Enüma Anu Enlil. 13 Such

reading and writing in the higWy complicated cuneiform

system, a

wem adept at
that in cl uded

mastery of their own spoken tongue, Akkadian, as weH as proficiency in the
of Sumerian, which was the "dead" language of the southem Mesopotanlian people from whom
the Akkadian-speaking Bal>ylonians and Assyrians adopted the cuneiform
latter is seen with the fact that many constellation and planet names retain their
than Akkadian ~_~II:_-
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this paper.
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noted that the cuneiform sign MUL was a Sumerian logogram that represented the Akkadian
word kakkabu, "star,N-vet also nmcuoneG as
Akkadian verb
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or read the

nabäfu, "to shine
euneiform sign MUL it
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Moreover, the potential for polysemy inereased due to
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same pronunciation but different spellings and meanings, e.g., to, too,

two) found among the Sumerian logograms.

expansive number ofhomophones in cuneiform

writing necessitated that modem linguists devise a transliteration system which a1lows
to distinguish which cuneiform sign appears on a tablet. 24

scholarly convention

is exemplified in Fig. 1, which shows five different cuneiform signs that could be read "MUL.
The

most frequently read "MUL" does not have a subscript number; the second most

frequent reading for the "MUL" sign is transliterated MUL2; the third most frequent reading for
is transeribed MUL3, and so forth. Crucial for readers to remember is that the subscript
numhers are a modern convention; an anelent astronom er wou1d have pronounced a11

these

as "MUL."
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Figure 1: Five Sumerian logograms that were read "MUL." (sketch by Ashely McCurdy)

In addition, the five "MUL" signs served as logograms for other Akkarnan words, a fact
already demonstrated \\<ith MUL. The cuneiform sign MUL2 represented kakkabu/"star" and
nabafu/"shine brightly," but could also be read TE and represented many additional words

induding: ussu, "foundati on, " simm, "ornament," and sa!Jii.lu, "to pierce."25MUL3 stood for
kuzazu, "wood wasp. ,,26 MUL4 represented kakkabu/"star" and naba{u/"shine brightly"-but it

was also read UL and stood for the Akkadian words: SGm, "distant time," inbu, "fruit," and
tJabä$u, "to swell.,,71 MULs was an infrequent logogram for kakkabu/"star," but was commonly

read IKU, which represented the Akkadian ikU, "field. ,,28 Hence, when a Mesopotarnian
magician read or inscribed the cuneifonn sign MUL on a tablet it could potentially intelject the
words "star, shine brightly, inscription, writing, foundation, ornament, pierce, wood wasp,
distant time, fruit, swell" and "field" through homophonous punning. Remarkably, Fig. 1
presents only a portion ofthe variable readings and meanings for the five cuneiform signs read
"MUL."
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the following vital remark:
of this esoteric scholarly lore was committed to writing, but it may

that

much of it will always remain hidden from us because it was passed down orally
as secret knowledge. ,,34
This author contends that in

lumiWl"constellation"-writing to write his name, Assyrian

King Esarhaddon had brashly or inadvertently diselosed a trade secret that was revered by
Mesopotamian astronomer-magicians, i.e., that starry sky was a divine cuneiform "writing" that
imparted sacrosanct wisdom through the medium of wordplay.
This knowledge

us one step eloser to the astronomical

of Aries and the myth

ascribed to it.

Wordplayas Revelation
Today wordplay is typically

as a form of humor or witticism. Cuneiform

Iiterature indicates that purming held a far more sobering role-frequently being construed as a
form ofnuminous inspiration. Scott NoegeI explains how this phenomenon came ahout:
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antiquity, puns were not

in

of humor, rhetoric ... In

way, because the conception ofwords was so

different. Writing was considered of divine origin ... Puns provided diviners with
interpretative strategies.
Perhaps because the

word evolved from pictographs in Mesopotamia,

words were considered the embodiment ofthe object or

they represented

While we read the word "dog" and know that refers to a dog, ancient
Mesopotamians wouId

the word "dog" as a dog in a concentrated form. As a

result, individual words contained the power of essence, in this case the essence
of a dog.

part 0/ a word.

was a whole

o/in/ormation that came with every sign or
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that what is so
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in a word or name was believed to

double

asDect. »36
a hidden aspect of

it described.
TIlls seems to explain why BabyJonian and Assyrian magician-scholars-which included
polysemy and puns with reverence, as ifthey had divulged adivine

m~ssa.~~

iJIuminating a previously unknown

of the cosmos. Such pun-based edification

was typically conceptualized as a revelation that had been imparted directly from the gods to
and was frequently accompanied with the admonition to keep this divine wisdom
secret. 37
Significant to astronomical and mythical origins of Aries is the manner by which divine
names were analyzed for coneealed puns that might disclose some aspect ofthe name's
possessor. George writes:
In ancient cuneiform scholarship the writing of aname can be adapted to impart

information about the nature and function of its bearer. ..
. . Babylonian scholars themselves were fond ofthe speculative interpretation of
names in particular. This was not a trivial pursuit but a means ojrevealing
projound truth about the nature andjimction ojdeities and their attributes 38

Put simply, if a Mesopotamian astronomer-magician discemed a pun within a deity's name,
was inclined to construe this concealed meaning as a divine revelation from the gods-one
explained some previously unknown aspect or attribute ofthe deity in question. Such pun-based
revelations were typicaIly accompanied with some variation ofthe phrases: "müdfl müdii likallim
lä müdfl aj "[mur,

the learned instruct the leamed, the ignorant may not see!' ... piristu sa

iläni rabati, 'Secret ofthe

gods!' ... ,,39

the discovery

veiled pun

a god's

name or epithet was construed as inviolable wisdom exposing a previously unknown attribute of
that deity. And onee a pun-based revelation was discovered, scholar-magicians were implored to
keep it secret.
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the planet Jupiter. 43 Astronomical texts often refer to

Marduk by the Akkadian epithet, DINGIR Nebiru, "the god Crossing," a title applied to this
planet-god when he stood on the meridian and was therefore
44
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for wordplay that exposed some previously undiscovered aspect ofthis planet-god's powers.
From their expansive grammatical studies astronomers understood that the determinative
DINGIR was also read AN,

heavens," and was initially depicted by the symbol of a

"
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latter verb
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Therefore, polysemous readings embedded in the cuneifonn signs used to write DINGIR
Nebiru produced the wordplays: kakkabu/"star," su/"his," sa/"which," ina/"in," and samel"the

skies"; wbile a previous epithet for Marduk given in line 9, ru-ru, phonetically imparted the
logogram that could render uSäpu, "they caused to appear/shine" (Fig. 2). These puns were then
arranged into a coherent statement that discJosed a previously unknown aspect ofMarduk
Jupiter's powers, wbich was then recorded as a fact in verse 126 of Enuma Elish tablet seven
DINGIR NEz-BI-RU

kakkab-su

"The God Crossing [is] bis star

J)J;,\CII{

sa

which

~E~

"lhe.: gO\!"
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ina same
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"hi -"
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Figure 2: Each word from line 126 of EnullUl Elish VII came from a pun enciphered in the
cuneiform signs used to write the name ofthe planet-god Nebiru. (sketch by Ashely
McCurdy)

Thus, the Babylonian-Assyrian astronomerlfUpsarru was literally a "writer" who
envisioned the astral sk')' as a sacred cuneifonn "text" that imparted divine messages via
polysemous readings for cuneifonn signs-especially wordplay embedded in the title or epithet
of a deity. And one ofhis most prized reference manuals consisted ofthe secret, scholarly
commentaries on Enuma Elish VII.

Hesiod Influenced by Enuma Elish
The aforementioned Mesopotamian celestial arcana sudden1y connects to Aries when we
leam that the first extant Hellenic writer to describe this star-figure, Hesiod, was heavily
influenced by Enuma Elish. The Oxford Classical Dictionary states that Hesiod's Theogony"has
striking paralieis in Akkadian and Hittite texts, and seerns originally to have come from the near
east.,,52 Jn bis analysis ofNear Eastern influences on Hesiod's Theogony, Peter Walcot writes:
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And M. 1. GeIler recounts how

a Babylonian ummdnul"seholar-magician" was taken in Tnijan's campaign in AD 116 and
as a slave in Syria, where

eventually became the tutor for the Syrian author Iamblichus. 57

This concept IS iliurninated by Bradley Parker's discussion of a Greek (Ionian) sea-bom
raid on an Assyrian-controUed Phoenician port dating to the
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Parker

knowledge of exactly who these raiders were, and

the fact that this relatively minor incident was being reported directly to the [Assyrian] king,
implies that this was not the first time [goveming administrator] Qurdi-Assur-lamur had had
trouble with Ionian pirates. ,,59
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Pertinent to the eurrent paper is Al-Mina, Syria. Thefe, Greeks from the Aegean

of

cuuol:<:1had established a thriving two-way trade among a population timt consisted ofNear
Eastemers and Greeks. 67 Active eighth eentury BC trade between AI-Mina and Euboea is
intriguing beeause it indieates amicable relations between a city

coastal Syria-which was

und er the politica1 control of Assyria68-and a Greek island \Vhefe Hesiod was present. In fact, it
was in Euboea that Hesiod won a handled tripod as a prize for a song he perfonrned at the burial
ceremony ofKing Amphidamas. 69 Walcot notes that Euboean Greeks " ... seem to have been
extremely active here
Assyrians were

Al-Mina] during the eight century BC, for part ofwhich time the

control ofthe region. Al-Mina is an obvious place for the Greeks to have

acquired a knowledge of Enuma Elish or any other work
And

knowledge of E.nwna

implies the

as weIl as the ll:U~IUU:S

Akkadian and

Babylonian Iiterature ..

,,70

of scholars fluent

IUnIHJ~1

the

of both cultures. More

importantly, it implies the presence of Mesopotarnian astronomer-magicians fluent in cuneiform
and indoctrinated with the arcane beliefthat the constellations

divine

that

imparted sacred wisdom through wordplay.
Further

forces as

Al-Mina. 71 And around 743
and Cyprus, and it was

Assyrian

officer that later reported

In forcibly
nIaritime raid by

at
contro! ofSyria
off the

Phoenician coast, an encounter discussed by Parker, above. 72 In circa 711 BC Assyrian king
Sargon

rr~who

is thought to have had lumäsi-writing inscribed in bis palace-quashed the

rebellion of a Greek at the Phoenician city of Ashdod. 73 Finally, around roughly 695 BC Sargon
II's successor, Sennacherib, had Greek sailors working for bim on the Tigris River in the
Assyrian city ofNineveh. 74
The archaeological and literary record indicates that in Homer and Hesiod's time Greeks
and Assyrians had established intermittent commercial-based alliances and also confronted each
other in military skirmishes. lronically, Walter Burkert reports that the military conflicts helped
to amplif)r the Greek-Assyrian mercantile relationships, "On the whole the numerous violent
incidents and catastrophes did not destroy East-West connections, but rather intensified them,
pemaps because now streams ofrefugees were mingling with the traders.,,75
Any one ofthe aforementioned military conflicts, pirate raids, or trading expeditions
between Mesopotarnians, Phoenicians, and Greeks could have resulted in a Babylonian or
Assyrian "writer-astronomer" being captured and sold to a Hellenic overlord, a vestige of the
transaction found in the name Homer: "Hostage." At wbich time the Mesopotarnian concept of
the starry sky as hallowed '\vriting" that imparted divine messages through the medium of
wordplay would have passed into Hellenic thought.
Burkert argues for direct contact in the eight century BC:
Akkadian cuneiform side by side with Aramaic, Phoenician, and Greek alphabetic
script produces a continuum ofwritten culture in the eighth century [BC] wbich
stretches from the Euphrates to ltaly. Cuneiform tablets are found not only as far
as Syria but also on Cyprus and Tarsos, where the Greeks were definitely
present. .. wbich proves that Greek literary practice is ultimately dependent upon
Mesopotamia. 76
West also makes an unequivocal argument for direct colloquies between Greek and
Mesopotarnian scholars in the eight century BC:
But how was tbis influence transmitted from one poetic tradition to another across
the language barrier? ... I see no alternative to the assumption of a certain number
of bilingual poets, probably easterners who had settled in Greece and leamed to
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"The Hired-Worker Turns-Into the Ram"
Aries' astronomical appearance in the Hellenic sky appears to be the product of a cluster
of plIDS encrypted in the elIDeiform tides for tbis consteHation. Since the early days of clIDeiform
stumes scholars have suspected that a pun served as the inspiration behind

the zoruacal

Ram In Mesopotarnia Aries' title was LU21j{JN-GA2, literally, "Man, Hired-Worker," which

was wrinenAgru in the Akkadian language ofthe Babyionians and Assyrians. 78 The "HiredWorker" stood next to his tool, the "Plow, APIN (Triangulum), and the
Square) he was destined to till

3).79
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"IKU (pegasus

Figure 3: Tbe Hired-Worker stood beside bis Plow and tbe Field he was destioed to till.
(sketch by Ashley McCurdy)

During the first millenniwn Be, Babylonian-Assyrian astronomers frequently
abbreviated tides, a practice that was applied to Aries. 80 When Mesopotamian astrologers
attempted to abbreviate LU21jUN-GA2, their goal was to shorten it to the first cuneiform sign in
this title: LU2, "Man." However, the Swnerian logogram LU2 had no phonetic value in the
Akkadian language of the Babyionians and Assyrians, and was used only as a determinative, i.e.,
noun classifier, for male professions. 81 This elucidates why it was affixed to the front of the title
EjUN-GA2, the "hired-worker, "-the latter defined a specific type of profession, in this case a
"hired laborer" who cultivated the agricultural fields ofthat land. Because LU2 was a "silent"
cuneifonn sign it could not function as the abbreviation for LU2 IjUN-GA2. For this reason
Mesopotamian astronomers substituted a homophonous logogram, LU, as the abbreviation for
LU2IjUN-Gk. 82 The logogram LU imbued this constellation in double entendre because it
could also be read UDU, which represented the Akkadian word immeru, "ram.,,83 Scholars infer
that this pun was the inspiration behind the reconfiguration ofthe Babylonian-Assyrian ''Hired
Worker" into the zodiacal "Ram" (Fig. 4).84
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Figure 4: Wordplay embedded in the various readings for LU imparted the words: "the
Hired-Worker, Tumed-Into, the Ram." (sketch by Ashely McCurdy)

What must be llilderscored here is that the substitution of LU/''Ram'' for LUzj"Man"
displays an extensive knowledge ofthe nuances in Akkadian cllileifonn grammar; which was
something all Mesopotamian astronomers possessed, a point evinced by their title:
rupfarru/"writer. "

Further punning intimates the impetus behind the transformation ofthe "Hired-Worker"
into a LU/"Ram." All Mesopotamian astronomers were familiar with the Sumerian-Akkadian
dictionary that list agri as the Akkadian cllileifonn spelling for "hired-worker. ,,85 In light of the
fact that cllileifonn g was typically rendered kin Greek,86 a Greek astronomer-poet fluent in
cllileifonn would have surely noticed that when agri is translated into Greek it yields akri, a tenn
that-when uttered-sollilds like ho Kri (6 KptOs) the Greek root spelling for "the Ram" (note
that the -fJs/-os suffix was not part ofthe root but served merely as the nominative case ending 87 ) .
Furthennore, a Greek astronomer-poet fluent in cllileifonn would have surely known that SI6 was
an alternate reading for LU, thereby forming a homophone with SI, the Sumerian equivalent to
the Akkadian verb ewu, "to turn into, become. ,,88
Hence, in Mesopotarnia the stars of Aries depicted a ''Hired-Worker'' whose abbreviated
title, LU, also meant "Ram." One of the approved Akkadian spellings for this constellation, Agri,
rendered Akri in Greek, a homophone with ho Kri, "the Ram." An alternate reading for the
logogram LU/"Ram" was SI6, which phonetically imparted the Sumerian logogram that meant
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ewfi

Akkadian, "to become, change into." All toId, lumäsi-writing puns yield the words: "the

Hired-Worker, Turns Into, Akri/'-with Akri sounding like the Greek ho Kril"the Ram.,,89 And
"the Ram" is precisely what the Mesopotamian Hired-Worker transfigures into in Hellenic
astronomy (Fig. 4).

"The Hired-Worker Turns-Into the Golden-Fleeced. Flying Ram"
Yet the "envelope" ofmeanings embedded in the cuneiform titles for Aries also bears a
direct correlate to the

m}1hical attributes. At the outset of this

we noted that Hesiod

conceptualized Aries as a "Ram"/Krios that possessed a "golden

(chrysen doran), the

ability to fly, and was indeed the golden-fleeced, Bying Ram that transported the siblings Phrixus
and HeUe; with Helle falling into the sea during the journey. 90 Moreover, Eratosthenes affirms
that after thejoumey the Ram shed its golden fleece and flew up to the stars as Aries. 91 Thus the
latter myth was the source ofits katasterism, or "placing among the stars."
Since

that he leamed the story from Hesiod

presume it was known to the latter astronomer-poet

700 BC), we can

the end ofthe eighth century Be. Recall

that Hesiod was also familiar with Enuma Elish tablet VII, and used it as reference for bis
writings; implying that he was weH apprised that cuneiform

could divulged nurninous

wisdom. We will now see that wordplay enciphered in

with this

mythical attributes and fight with

golden-fleeced
two

tmmUH1>

can be found ""........ ""'Torl
11"'101'\01"""'

4).

Mesopotamian identity as the
for the "Hired-Worker" was LU (Fig.

(1000-600 BC) LU was often inscribed in various ways, one
forms shown
LftVrtD

LU aooears to

and

confirm that LAGAB was the

logogram that represented the
Thus LU embodied the words

comprised of the

fly about";93 and
about" and

"nr"""'·".... ,,"" m üree.lc astronomy and mythography (Fig. 5).
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meant "fleece.,,94

that correlate to Aries

LAGAB =

BAR =

Ui 'u. "to flyabout"

"fleece"

Lu =
"flying about, fleece"

Figure 5: A common fonn oflogogram for Aries, LU, embodied the words "flying" and
"fleece." (sketch by Ashley McCurdy)

The fleece's golden substance is found in the other abbreviated logograrn used for the
"Hired-Worker" constellation: IjUN. 95 The IjUN sign could be read US4, a homophone with
US2, "gold.,,96 Finally, we have already seen that an alternate reading for LU was SI6, which
forged a direct homophone with SI, the logogram that represented Akkadian ewu, "to turn into,
become." When the aforementioned verbs are conjugated for coherence as exemplified in Enuma
Elish tablet seven, polysemous readings on the cuneifonn titles for Aries yield: "the Hired

Worker, Turns-Into, a Flying, Gold, Fleece, Rarn"; direct correlates with Aries' mythical identity
as a flying, golden-fleeced Ram (Fig. 6).
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Figure 6: Puns encrypted in Aries cuneiform ideotity as a "Hired-Worker" divulged the
words: "the Hired-Worker, Turns-Ioto, a Gold, Fleece, F1yiog, Ram"; attributes that were
applied to Aries by Greek astronomer-poets and mythographers.

And in Aries' cuneiform logogram, LU, we find a direct correlate to the Greek name
Phrixos (<I>pi1;0t;), which meant, "Cw-Iy.,>97 We have repeatedly seen that LU was also read S16,

and therefore forged a homophone with SI. And one ofthe Swnerian-Akkadian dictionaries lists
SI as the logogram for the verb su!JfJuru, "to turn arOlmd. ,,98 And subburu ("tuming-around")
makes a homonym (i.e., words with the same spelling and prommciation but different meanings)
with subburu, "cw-Iy. ,,<)9 Hence, the cuneiform equi valent to Phrixosl"Cw-ly" was phonetically
encrypted in the cuneiform logogram for Aries : Sk
The author tentatively proffers two additional puns that correlate with the exploit the
flying, golden-fleeced Ram had performed, while simultaneously imparting the heretofore
unknown etymology for the name Helle. Hesiod teIls us that Aries "transported" (diakomisas)
Phrixus and Helle.100 We see the clD1eiform equivalent in Aries' cuneiform tide. Recall that a
Greek astronomer-poet fluent in clD1eiform would have known that the logogram for the "Hired
Worker" of Aries, LU, was a substitute for the intended LU2, "Man." And LU2 represented the
Akkadian word Amllul"Man. ,,101 The Srnnerian-Akkadian dictionaries indicate that many
different Srnnerian logograrns were used to represent Amflul"Man," one being: h-Lh. 102 And 13
Lb fomts a homophone with ILb, the logogram that represented the Akkadian verb ruiSu, "to

transport, carry.,,103 Hence LU, the logogram for Aries, represented the word "Man," and one of
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the logograms for "Man" (h-Lh) ",1'\,,,",,.1"1
cuneiform equivalent to

"transporting,

I-I~tt\rl

And in h-Lh we

unknown etymology for Helle.

Cuneiform-to-Greek inscriptions
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"Man." Hence, the meanings "Transport" and

can
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Aries meant,
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which is what the logogram for Mies, LU, represented.
Greek mythology confirms that Helle

into the

at

spot to which the name

Hellespont ("Sea of Helle") was given. The corresponding cuneiform verb is seen

the other

logogram for Mies, ijUN, which was also read DUR2, and represented the Akkadian verb

napalsubu, "to

" and

"inta. ,,108 And

the celestial determinative MUL affixed to

Mies was a consteUation
MUL can be read

various titles had

which phonetically

the Sumerian NAB,
I""lt:.u~,

Gold,

polysemy embedded in the readings for Mies' titles yield the words:

Ram, Transporting, CurlylPhrixos, Helle, Fell, Into, the

with the main characters and theme from the "Golden

myth.

that

Figure 7: Wordplay enciphered in the cuneifonn tenns for Aries imparted the words:
Phrixos, "Curly," as weU as "He~, FeU, Into, the Sea." These words reappear in Aries'
mythical joumey with Phrixus and Helle. (sketch by Ashley McCurdy)

These words harmonize with the marquee role the zodiacal Ram played in Greek mythology : as
the flying, golden-fleeced Ram that carried Phrixus and Helle, the latter tragically "falling into
the sea" during the flight.

Conclusion
In Mesopotarnia, Aries went by the title "Hired-Worker." The aforementioned data has

shown that wordplay encrypted in the various cuneiform spellings for this constellation (LU2
IjUN-GA2, Agru, Agri, LU, IJUN) produced the words: "the Hired-Worker, Tums-Into, a Gold,
Fleece, Flying, Ram,"- terms that correlate with Greek astronomer-poets' perception of Aries as
the embodiment of the mythical golden-fleeced, flying Ram. Additional puns yielded:
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''Transporting, Curly/Phrixos, Helle, Fell, Into, the Sea"; words that correspond to the details and
action that took place on the Ram's flight with Phrixus and Helle.
Moreover, textual evidence indicates that Mesopotamian astronomers viewed the starry
sky and its constellations as a divine "text" that imparted revelation through the conduit of
wordplay. ArchaeologicaI and Iiterary evidence implies that, sometime during the eighth century
BC, a Mesopotamian astronomer-magician indoctrinated with the aforementioned celestiaI
arcana was taken "hostage" and sold to a HeHenic overlord. The latter idea supported by the
numerous Iiterary references to pirate raids in which hostages were taken with the intent of being
sold for profit. A vestige ofthis practice seems to be present in the in the name Horner,
''Hostage. " Zenodotus of MaIlos (second or first century BC) declared that Horner was a
Babyionian. And the second century AD Syrian author Lucian maintained that the name ofthe
father of Greek epic poetry was eponymous, emphasizing that the name Horner meant "Hostage"
because he was a Babylonian magician-astronomer that had changed his name after being taken

"hostage"/horner by a Greek satrap.
Hence, the Hellenic culturaI memory testifies to the belief in a Mesopotamian
astronomer-magician that had been taken "hostage" by a Greek ruler. A "Hostage"-astronomer
such as this would have the ability to disclose the aforementioned Mesopotamian celestiaI arcana
to his Greek counterparts; a remnant of this transmission of wisdom being encoded in the
eponymous name Horner: "Hostage." Such bilingual astronomer-poets would have the ability to
decipher the cuneiform puns encrypted in the stars of Aries; sacred wordplay imparting that the
Mesopotamian "Hired-Worker tumed-into the golden, fleeced flying Ram" which "transported
Phrixus" and "Helle," the latter "faIling into the sea."
Hesiod, or someone collaborating with him, detected these sacred, celestial, cuneifonn
puns, then translated them into Greek. Vestiges ofthis transmission remain evident in Aries'
identification as the flying, golden-fleeced Ram that carried Phrixus and Helle, the latter girl
faIling into the sea.
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